ASSASSINATION PLOT

Khadafy denies report

NEW YORK (AP) — Libyan leader Col. Muammar Khadafy denied yes­
terday that he has sent "hit squads" to assassinate President Reagan and challenged the United States to prove that such a plot exists.

Reagan said Friday he was "concerned" about intelligence infor­mation that he is the chief target of an assassination squad.

Ask if he took the plot seriously, the president said, "I think you have it.

Before the Khadafy interview Sun­day, ABC news reported that U.S. in­telligence officials have identified

the members of a five-man squad as three Libyans, an Iranian and an East German. It said the FBI was tracking the team, which was said to be armed with automatic weapons and under Khadafy's direct control.

NewswEEK magazine said Satur­day that a Lebanese defector told U.S. intelligence that he was present at a meeting in Libya six or eight weeks ago at which Khadafy ordered the assassination of Reagan and other top U.S. officials.

Security officials have tightened

restraint in reporting specific

proof of a Libyan plot is "a fair re­

security measures that might aid

for America."

Rodney Dangerfield
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News Staff

The Saint Mary's Board of Gover­nance met last night to discuss a

newly formulated proposal for a Hall

President's Council.

Hill Presidents met before

Thanksgiving Break and formulated

the proposal in the hope that the

Board of Governance would support

their efforts. Julia Trimmach i s

Augusta Hill President submitted

the proposal saying, "We want to

pull the dorms together and not

have them operate as separate en­

units. We want to present this on a

formalized basis. When you have

something formally created, you get

more participation."

Janklow has defended the idea —

which could net South Dakota $1.3

billion over the next 50 years —
saying it would take only an inch of

water per year from the top of

100-foot deep Oahe Reservoir, located near Pierre, S.D. More water is lost through

evaporation alone on the reservoir, said the governor, noting that 7.16

tillion gallons of Missouri River water flow out of South Dakota and into Iowa each year.

"The river hasn't been completely developed yet," said Carroll

Hamilton, executive director of the Missouri Basin States Association.

"According to a 1975 study, as

much as a million acre feet (about

125.8 billion gallons) could be sold

from the river before full in-basin

markets are opened.
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The closing days of a semester are usually a time of reflection for students. We all look back over the past four months, and take stock of what we’ve done, and how we’ve grown, as we inch closer to a degree.

For many of us here at The Observer, this newspaper also figures into that personal inventory. After sixteen weeks of late nights and enormous amounts of caffeine, I’ve begun to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of working as a news editor.

For me, this project can take up a large amount of one’s time. After awhile, section mates have trouble recalling your name, and friends begin to leave trouble recalling your name, and friends begin to leave
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Solidity demands armed guards

WARSAW Poland (AP) — Solidarity's powerful Warsaw local demands that it be allowed to train its own guards to stop police raids, and said its own guards to ensure that we are protected in the future," said an official.

Washington D.C. Club X-mas Bus

Siga-ups Tues., Dec. 8, 7:30 - 9:30
in LaFortune Ballroom.

$70 round trip — will leave either
Fri., Dec. 19 or Sat., Dec. 20

Washington, D.C.
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development occurs in the year 2035," he said.
But at least four downstream states are considering lawsuits to
block the project, calling it a dan-
gerous precedent.
"If large quantities of water were
removed, it could threaten naviga-
tion on the river," Hamon said. "And
every gallon of water you remove
aboves the main stem dams reduces
electrical power generation."

Officials believe other industrial
projects are waiting to see how the
ETSI deal fares.
Two other companies have indi-
cated an interest in an additional
6.1 billion gallons of water, while
Exxon says 551 billion gallons of
Missouri River water could be
available in South Dakota for its syn-
thetic fuel operations.
"There are many programs with
their eyes on the river," says Roy
Downing of the Iowa Conservation
Commission staff. "If they're all ap-
proved, the river could be dry by
the time it gets to Iowa."

Perhaps the most ambitious
project so far is a plan under con-
sideration by the interstate High
Plains Study Council to siphon off
more than 3 trillion gallons of Mis-

southern River water to irrigate farmland
in Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and
the Texas Panhandle.
"That's about what our winter
flow is," says Donald Boyd, director
of the Kansas City Water and Pollu-
tion Control Department. "The Mis-
souri River could run dry here in
Kansas City."

No federal agency oversees al-
location of river water — and the
Reagan administration apparently
opposes such regulation.

Missouri Attorney General John
Ashcroft has asked Interior
Secretary James Watt to block the
ETSI deal, but the secretary is on
retired as supporting the agency.
"I think the governor (Janklow)
pulled off a brilliant and creative
suggestion," Watt said Oct. 15 in
South Dakota. "I support it 100 per-
cent. I think that's the way states
ought to do it."

"As long as there was enough
water to go around, there was no at-
tempts to allocate it," said Hamon.
"But now that one state has said
there's enough water to sell and get
some benefit from, the sisters states
are beginning to get serious about
dividing the water so they don't lose."

11 skydivers killed in crash

HONOLULU (AP) — An airplane
taking skydivers to a football game
jump sputtered and spun into Pearl
Harbor near the USS Arizona
Memorial, officials said. Eleven of
the 13 people believed aboard were
killed.
One man was pulled alive from
the harbor by three men who saw
the plane go down, and crews

searched the waters Sunday for one
person still missing.

Aboard the twin-engine
Beechcraft were members of Jump
Hawaii, a sports parachutist club.
Club vice president Stephen Fischel
identified two of them as club presi-
dent Byron Black and his son, Danny
Black, who was piloting the aircraft.

Richard Rothrock, deputy public
affairs officer for the Pearl Harbor
Naval Base, said the Navy could not
confirm how many people were in
the plane.

...Fire

continued from page 1

well" in informing residents of the
fire and clearing out the building.

Bacic also praised the hall staff,
but criticized the Notre Dame fire
department's handling of the inci-
dent. He pointed out that the firemen
took the elevator instead of the
stairs to the scene of the fire.

Bacic also said that the firemen
did not examine the kitchen ade-
quately. Director of Fire Safety Jack
Bland had inspected the kitchens recently,
and was not pleased with the condi-
tions of the ovens, according to
Bacic. Basic said that the hall main-
tenance staff is responsible for the
sanitation of the kitchens.

The quickest way to get
emergency money

These days a trip to the college book-
store can reduce your available funds to
some small change. Luckily, that's about
all you need to make the one phone call
that can replenish your depleted funds in
a couple of hours. Here's what to do:

1. Call home. Report the situation, and
tell the folks they can get emergency
money. Usually within two hours—at the
local Western Union office or
agent nearest your emergency.

2. Ask them to call Western Union's
toll-free number, 800-325-6000 (in Mis-
souri, 800-342-6700), anytime, day or
night. They charge the money and ser-
vice fee to their MasterCard* or VISA*

Western Union Charge Card Money Order.

*The MasterCard name is owned by MasterCard International.
The VISA name is owned by Visa International. 

3. Pick up your money—usually within
about 900 locations are open 24 hours.
It's that easy.

Rocco's Hair Styling
531 N. Michigan St.,
South Bend
Phone-233-4957

TRIPS
DAILY
Ask Your Travel Agent
For The Big Bus To O'Hare
Or Call 234-3108
Indiana Motor Bus
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gerous precedent.
"If large quantities of water were
removed, it could threaten naviga-
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every gallon of water you remove
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Exxon says 551 billion gallons of
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available in South Dakota for its syn-
thetic fuel operations.
"There are many programs with
their eyes on the river," says Roy
Downing of the Iowa Conservation
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ought to do it."
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water to go around, there was no at-
tempts to allocate it," said Hamon.
"But now that one state has said
there's enough water to sell and get
some benefit from, the sisters states
are beginning to get serious about
dividing the water so they don't lose."
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HONOLULU (AP) — An airplane
taking skydivers to a football game
jump sputtered and spun into Pearl
Harbor near the USS Arizona
Memorial, officials said. Eleven of
the 13 people believed aboard were
killed.
One man was pulled alive from
the harbor by three men who saw
the plane go down, and crews

searched the waters Sunday for one
person still missing.

Aboard the twin-engine
Beechcraft were members of Jump
Hawaii, a sports parachutist club.
Club vice president Stephen Fischel
identified two of them as club presi-
dent Byron Black and his son, Danny
Black, who was piloting the aircraft.

Richard Rothrock, deputy public
affairs officer for the Pearl Harbor
Naval Base, said the Navy could not
confirm how many people were in
the plane.
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well" in informing residents of the
fire and clearing out the building.

Bacic also praised the hall staff,
but criticized the Notre Dame fire
department's handling of the inci-
dent. He pointed out that the firemen
took the elevator instead of the
stairs to the scene of the fire.

Bacic also said that the firemen
did not examine the kitchen ade-
quately. Director of Fire Safety Jack
Bland had inspected the kitchens recently,
and was not pleased with the condi-
tions of the ovens, according to
Bacic. Basic said that the hall main-
tenance staff is responsible for the
sanitation of the kitchens.

The quickest way to get
emergency money

These days a trip to the college book-
store can reduce your available funds to
some small change. Luckily, that's about
all you need to make the one phone call
that can replenish your depleted funds in
a couple of hours. Here's what to do:

1. Call home. Report the situation, and
tell the folks they can get emergency
cash to you fast by phone.

2. Ask them to call Western Union's
toll-free number, 800-325-6000 (in Mis-
souri, 800-342-6700), anytime, day or
night. They charge the money and ser-
vice fee to their MasterCard* or VISA*

Western Union Charge Card Money Order.

*The MasterCard name is owned by MasterCard International.
The VISA name is owned by Visa International. 

3. Pick up your money—usually within
two hours—at the local Western Union office or
agent nearest your emergency.

Be sure to remind your parents about
our toll-free number. It's all they need to
back you up at the bookstore.
Soundwaves detect breast cancer

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) — High-frequency sound waves used to take pictures of body organs might be able to help doctors detect breast cancer more accurately and without invasive techniques, according to researchers at Purdue University.

Professor Arvind Kak, an assistant professor in Purdue’s School of Electrical Engineering are trying to improve ultrasound images so breast tumors can be diagnosed as malignant or benign.

Ultrasound imaging has an advantage over X-rays because the patient is not exposed to potentially harmful radiation, says Kak.

Ultrasound imaging doesn’t work on objects that have bone or air but pictures are taken from sound waves which either bounce off an object or pass through the object. Kak is studying images based on sound waves passing through the object, a process which is called transmission. The process of sound waves bouncing off objects is called echo imaging.

Kak says the transmission process is better than echo imaging to distinguish a malignant tumor from a benign one.

So far, ultrasonic images based on echoes have mostly shown the shape of different tissues in the breast. Although a foreign mass can be seen,

the information alone makes it hard to tell whether a tumor is malignant or benign.

Through work supported by the National Institutes of Health, Kak is developing techniques which will give hard data about different tissues in the breast. He says a model of a female breast that is made up of gels with properties such as sound conduction that are similar to real breast tissue.

Malignant and benign artificial tumors are inserted into the artificial breast.

The breast model is suspended in a vat of water. A transmitter placed in the water gives off high-frequency sound waves as it moves across the tank. The sound waves, which are picked up by a receiver at the other end of the tank, are changed into electronic signals.

In a clinical setting, a woman would lie face down on a bag of water on a breast-scan table.

Unanimous decision disbans Cambodian Communist party

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — Cambodia's communist Khmer Rouge regime, driven from power by Vietnamese troops and Cambodian rebels in January 1979, has dissolved its Communist Party, the Khmer Rouge radio announced yesterday.

The broadcast said the decision was made "unanimously" at a Central Committee meeting in September but the announcement was delayed until yesterday to gain time to inform party members.

The Khmer Rouge had been under pressure from non-communist countries in Southeast Asia to enter a "non-communist coalition" with the non-communist Cambodian resistance for the purpose of a political settlement and withdrawal of the Vietnamese troops.

Foreign ministers of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations — Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand — are to meet Thursday in Thailand to discuss a joint strategy for supporting a non-communist Cambodian opposition.

Led by Pol Pot, Khmer Rouge guerrillas ousted an American-backed regime in 1975 and then ruled for almost four years of terror and death. Soviet-backed Vietnam claims three million Cambodians perished under the Khmer Rouge government. Western estimates usually put the number at one million or more, with many dying during forced resettlement from cities to rural areas. The nation's population was estimated at 9 million when the Khmer Rouge took power.

Boston club meets for sign-ups

The Boston Club of ND-SCM announced an important meeting on Monday, December 7th, at 7:00 p.m., in the Lafayette Little Theater, for any and all students who wish to ride the bus home for Christmas. This will be the only sign-up meeting, so you must attend. This meeting will determine whether or not we will be able to provide this bus service.

Also, be prepared to pay in full at this time (110 round-trip, 86 one-way).

The Observer is looking for assistant news editors.

Applications should be submitted to the Observer office by noon Thursday.

Cosimo's Hair Design

18461 St. Rd. 23 South Bend,
call for appointment 277-1875

•shampoo, conditioner, cut style
Guy$- $7.00 (reg. 13.00)
Girls- $10.00 (reg. 18.00)

ATTENTION LONG ISLANDERS!

LONG ISLAND BUS

Returns Mon. Jan. 11
$70 per person
Bring checks to:
Frank Brady
01 Morrissey Manor

For other information call 3409
Rodney earns respect at ND

Mike Raab

to a cousin. "Growing old also worries him. "I went to the cemetery the other day, and two guys with shovels started running after me."

Much of Dangerefield's material came from his recent "No Respect" album. He dealt with personal subjects that most comics avoid, complaining about everything from growing old to his sex life to his "boys".

"Once I stuck my head out the window and got arrested for mooning. Then the other day my doctor told me I was going crazy. I said, 'Alright, you're ugly too.'"

Rodney Dangerfield's real name is Jacob Cohen. Born Jewish and poor in a WASPy section of New York City, he was arrested at age 14 for an attempted murder and at age 15 for a burglary. He then landed a job as a singing waiter at a Brooklyn club named the Polish Falcon, where he met another young comedian named Lenny Bruce. They spent their time together at a local drugstore, exchanging material and testing their entertaining wings.

Dangerfield made it on the road playing small clubs when he met singer Joyce King. They were married, and Rodney, worried that the long weeks on the road would damage the marriage, dropped his comedy and took a job selling paint. Unfortunately, the marriage fell apart, and he raised the children himself.

During the mid-60's, Rodney put a new act together. His 1967 appearance on "The How to Marry a Millionaire" television show launched him into a second career, and by 1969 he was a comedy star. Rodney then opened Dangerfield's, a nightclub in Manhattan's East Side, and since then, he's bullied forth in his style.

"Southern Comfort" Hill's losing battle

In 1979, a new film hit the theaters that was different from what audiences usually saw. "Southern Comfort" was a film that didn't fit into any genre. It was a film that tackled the issue of race relations in the South.

The film starred Rod Steiger and Army Archerd as members of the U.S. Army's Special Forces. The story follows the Special Forces as they attempt to return to their base after being ambushed by the Viet Cong. The film was directed by Michael Cimino, who also directed "The Deer Hunter" and "The wm Man".

The film was critically acclaimed, and it won several awards at the Cannes Film Festival. It was a film that challenged audiences to think about the complexities of race relations and the effects of war on individuals and communities.

Doctors are as dumb as the next guy

Doctors should never talk to ordinary people about anything but medicine. If I were a doctor, I'd never go to another party where there were anything but other doctors present.

When doctors talk politics, economics or sports, they reveal themselves to be human beings just like the rest of us. It isn't what any of us want our doctor to be. We want our doctor to be an intellectual giant who knows all about everything. We don't want him to be someone who has a lot of opinions about what's wrong in Washington or what the play coach should have sent in that Saturday night. We want him to be a doctor, a pro.

Nothing else is more important than humanity, the things that make a person an individual and a human being. We don't want the doctors to be just another type of professional. They can't take the paper work.

Another thing, he said, was that there were a lot of nurses named doctors and often they knew as much about a patient as the doctor did.

Well, first thing you know we were arguing about how little a nurse is paid compared to a doctor and a lot of women ended up as nurses when they should have been doctors and vice versa. I won't tell you what side of the argument I was on but neither of us distinguished ourselves. It was the kind of conversation that makes me realize doctors are only moral men and they're always a disappointment. I'm looking for a god in my doctor.

Soooo... When I was talking to a surgeon, he said, to your advantage. If I were a doctor, I'd never go to another party where there were anything but other doctors present.

Well, first thing you know we were arguing about how little a nurse is paid compared to a doctor and a lot of women ended up as nurses when they should have been doctors and vice versa. I won't tell you what side of the argument I was on but neither of us distinguished ourselves. It was the kind of conversation that makes me realize doctors are only moral men and they're always a disappointment. I'm looking for a god in my doctor.

Soooo... When I was talking to a surgeon, he said, to your advantage. If I were a doctor, I'd never go to another party where there were anything but other doctors present.

Well, first thing you know we were arguing about how little a nurse is paid compared to a doctor and a lot of women ended up as nurses when they should have been doctors and vice versa. I won't tell you what side of the argument I was on but neither of us distinguished ourselves. It was the kind of conversation that makes me realize doctors are only moral men and they're always a disappointment. I'm looking for a god in my doctor.
The Observer will accept classifications Mon. through Friday, 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. However, classifications to appear in the next issue must be received by 3:00 p.m. the day prior to insertion. All classifications must be prepaid, either in person or through the mail.

### PERSONALS

**Sports Briefs**

By The Observer and The Associated Press

**Big boat sailors with racing experience on medium to large-size boats are needed for the Notre Dame Sailing Club. Call Phil Reynolds at 259-341 for more details — The Observer**

**The NVA Office has announced that all interhall basketball players must have their insurance forms filed in the Notre Dame Office (C-2 ACC) by 5 p.m. the day of their first game. All players must also remember to bring their ID's to the first round games — The Observer**

**In the Indiana State Tournament, the Notre Dame wrestling team placed fifth behind three nationally-ranked teams — Indiana, Indiana State and Kentucky. Two Indiana wrestlers placed in the tournament. Pete Agostino finished third at 142 pounds and Phil Barry was third at 167 pounds. Brian Fralick, wrestling well until a back injury forced him to leave the tournament — Coach Brother Joseph Bruno. — The Observer**

### Classifieds

**NOTICES**

**WANTED**

HELP ANYONE TRAVELING TO KED- RINGTON, N.J. BLACKSMITH — FOR FARM LAND AND HAS ROOM FOR ONE MORE PERSON. HAS BOLTS, BOLTS, BOLTS, LEASE AS EARLY AS 1/1, 15 A. — 825-5000

Newly Separated Autistic Volunteer with Special Needs

WE'VE MOVED!

DON'T MISS US!

TO: 100 S. Main St.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA 46802

FROM: 100 N. Main St.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA 46802

FOR OUR CUSTOMERS: Don't be confused! Our name has just changed, but our services remain the same. Stop in today and see the new look of 100 S. Main St. — Church's Hardware

**LOST/FOUND**

**LOST LADIES BLACK DEERLEATHER GLOVES WITH HANING FOR LIVES 6-6 AND NEED NO QUESTIONS. **

**WANTED**

**LET'S GET THIS ON THE ROAD TO SELLING OUT, ALMOST SELLING OUT!**

**LOOKING FOR 5 IN 1 AND 3 1/2 CAR INSURANCE.**

**HELP WANTED**

WANTED: I need two tickets to the Foreigner, concert. Call Tom "Rocky" Hightower 277-3306. — The Observer

**PERSONALS**

**Sports Briefs**

By The Observer and The Associated Press

**Saturday's Results**

**BASKETBALL**

**Notre Dame**

**Michigan**

**ู**

**Saturday, December 5, 1981 — page 7**

**Sportsboard**

**HOCKEY**

**FOOTBALL**

**The Observer**

**See SPORTSBOARD, page 8**
Bellomy took a pass from freshman Brent Chapman and beat Redskin goaltender Dan Kodatsky on the glove side to salvage the victory for the Irish. The Irish were forced to play outstanding defensive hockey for the last minute and a half as the Redskins pulled Kodatsky in favor of a sixth attacker and put pressure on the Notre Dame goalie. "Both teams played below their capabilities, but I was pleased to see our boys do a good job at the end," Smith said after the contest. "I'd rather play sloppy and win than play good and lose," Junior Bob McNamara drew the starring goal-scoring assignment, and after a shaky first period, responded with a steady game. "I wasn't surprised I was playing," McNamara said. "I felt a little shaky at first, but after the first period I felt great.

Miami's Steve Morris opened up the scoring at 4:51 of the first period with a powerplay goal that bounces off Irish defenseman Jon Brown's skates and into the Notre Dame goal. After a slow a start that saw the Irish go five minutes without a shot on goal, Poulin tied the game on a tip-in of a rebound successfully blocked from lineman Bill Rothstein. But Miami winger Mike Kirlin put his team on top again at 12:12 of the period with a twenty-foot blast past McNamara's glove.

Notre Dame's Jeff Perry ended the first period scoring at 15:58 by banking a goal line shot off Kodatsky's back to tie the game at 2-2.

The Irish controlled the second period, outshooting the Redskins 15-9, but were unable to keep a lead. Chapman banged in his own rebound during a scramble in front of the net to give Notre Dame its first lead at 3:04 of the period. The Irish continued to put pressure on the Miami goal throughout the second five minutes but couldn't come up with another tally.

Mike Norton tied the score for Miami, tipping a shot from defenseman Kevin Beaton into the top of the net. Less than six minutes later, Miami took the lead for the third time, as Wheelock capitalized on some shabby Notre Dame defensive play for a goal from a close range.

The lead was short-lived, however, as Poulin picked up the puck at his own blue line and skated through three Miami defenders to beat Kodatsky on a breakaway just two minutes after the Redskins had gone ahead.

Both teams missed goal-scoring opportunities in the third period, as both goaltenders rose to the occasion splendidly aside from Bellomy's game-winner.

The Irish will travel to Northern Michigan for games on Thursday and Friday nights before breaking until December 29-30 for the Great Lakes Invitational Tournament, held annually in Detroit.

Conference play will resume for Notre Dame on January 15-16 when they travel to Amherst for a series with the Wolverines.
Saint Mary's splits two in Goshen

By DAVE WILSON
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's basketball team picked up a victory and a loss at the Goshen Classic this past weekend, boosting their record to 3-2 for the young season.

The Belles will face the Irish tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. in the Rockne Memorial Pool.

The Irish opened up by winning its own six-team invitational on Friday night and followed up with a 61-41 dual-meet triumph over Ferris State on Saturday night.

After losing some key performers from last year's squad, the Irish will be hard-pressed to match the previous year's 9-5 record and third place finish in the Midwest Invitational (the team's best-ever finish in the Invitational).

Nevertheless, the return of 14 letterwinners and seniors with strong track records should provide optimism for Coach Dennis Stark.

Dillon, who returned to the lineup, will be the key in the success of the Irish this season. The false start against Notre Dame on Saturday included the 3:46 point lead in the 3:46 personal best in the 1500-meter race, and a 100-yard (:49.3) first place finish in both the 50- yard (:22.2) and 100-yard (:49.5) freestyle events on Saturday.

Some old-fashioned reasons to spend the holidays at our house.

- Marvel at old-fashioned decorations from our special house decoration contest.
- Enjoy the spectacular gingerbread house created by Chef Kay.
- Help us make this Christmas special for everyone by contributing at Tippecanoe Place to the Marines' Toys for Tots program.
- See our fabulous Christmas tree created by the community and individually decorated by community groups.
- So start a new tradition for your family this season. Come home to Tippecanoe Place for the holidays.

Special Holiday Events This Week

**Tues., Dec. 8, 6:30 p.m.**
Tales from the high school classroom. How to make Christmas cookies and edible decorations. Recipes will be given Class Free, but limited to 15. Sign up now.

**Thurs., Dec. 10 thru Dec. 24**
Wassail Bowl in the Grand Hall. Join us in a toast to a happy and healthy holiday season. Free to the public.

**Sat., Dec. 12, 10 a.m.**
Muscular Dystrophy Charity Tour and Awards Presentation. A ticket can be purchased online or at the door.

For more information, please visit www.tomatoesindy.com.
Give the gifts you'd like to get...

**MUSIC!**

**Albums & Cassettes**

6.44

PICTURED ITEMS ONLY.

---

**THE STEVE MILLER BAND**

*Circle Of Love*

- Heart Like A Wheel
- Get On Home
- Baby Wanna Dance
- Circle Of Love
- Macho City

---

**NEIL DIAMOND**

*Love Songs*

- Brother Love's Travelling Salvation Show
- Song Forournée
- Sweet Caroline
- Crack Of Dawn
- While My Guitar Gently Weeps
- I Am...I Said
- Million Dollar Diamond
- Don't Need No Heaven

---

**THE KNACK**

*Round Trip*

- Pay The Devil (Oooh Baby Oooh)
- Africa
- Radiating Love
- Soul Keeper

---

**EMMYLOU HARRIS**

*Cimarron*

- If I Needed You
- The Last Cheater's Waltz
- Tennessee Rose
- Born To Run

---

**WARNER BROS.**

*NEIL DIAMOND's 12 Greatest Hits*

---

**MCA**

*NEIL DIAMOND HOT AUGUST NIGHTS*
Molarity

Doonesbury

Michael Molinelli

Garry Trudeau

The Daily Crossword

Friday's Solution

Bur WHAT DOES THE STUDENT UNION RECORD STORE HAVE FOR ME?
CHEAPER PRICES PRICES: Save 24-32% off list prices!
MOST CURRENT SINGLES-$6.50 (compare at $8.99 list).
Cat-out-- $2.00 is $5.00

CONVENIENCE.. The NDSU Record Store is located on the Main floor of LaFortune and is open 10-4
PLUS--ordered albums take 1 week only!

GREAT SELECTION... Springsteen, Fogelberg, Moody Blues, Stevie Nicks, Cristopher Cross, Pat Benatar, Journey, and many more.

ALSO...recorded and blank tapes available.

SO...for CHEAPER PRICES, MORE CONVENIENCE, and a GREAT SELECTION stop by the S.U. Record Store today!!
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Today

Molarity

WhatHappened

YOU KNOW HOW PEOPLE GO TO THE GROCERY, DONATE A DOLLAR AND LEAVE A CATERED LADY OF NOBLE DIME AND EXPECT ME TO COME IN THE PROCESS, "OH, THEN IT'S A ONE-GAME OWNER?"

SECURITY AGREED TO ME THE IN PROCESS.

WELL, I FOUND FOR LUCK, I BLANK IF, I COULD TAKE A DOLLAR... WELCOME HOME BY L. PATTON WORRY, GIRLS, GREAT!

Molly Lawton: "SITTING TIGHT. I STARTED TO CHOOSE THE AMBITION IS NOT A HUNDRED.EACH OF THE DURANDS!

WELL...WE WANT TO... THEN IT'S A PIPE DREAM. THEY DON'T WANT TO GET IN DEBTS. GREAT! ADJUST THE CONSIDER TUESDAY.

I DON'T KNOW GIRLS, HAND-SPEECH IS ALREADY GUAR- ANTED FROM THE COURTS.

IT'S WHAT YOU THINK, TIME, AMBIGUOUS OR NOT?

The Observer
Despite loss, Irish begins to flourish

By MARK HANNUKSELA
Sports Writer

It was, to say the least, a valiant effort.

UCLA's eighth-ranked women's basketball team was the opposition in a game many observers felt Notre Dame had little chance of winning, to let alone winning.

Only once before had the Irish even played a nationally ranked team, and from the word "jumpshot", that was one no contest.

So it came as a big surprise, even to Coach Mary Dietanisalo, that Notre Dame was still tossign around the idea "upset" with less than two minutes remaining.

"We didn't count on beating our- selves down the stretch," said Dietanisalo following her team's 50-45 loss to the Bruins. "Our inex- perience just killed us."

That inexperience led to a pair of crucial turnovers that ended all hopes of an Irish victory.

Twice within the last two minutes, Irish guards tried to force the ball inside of UCLA's collapsing 2-3 zone, a defense Coach Billie Moore switched to during a timeout with 8:59 remaining in the contest. Each time, the pass was stolen, and UCLA capitalized on the turnovers, widening a five-point margin to a nearly insurmountable 50-35 lead with 0:43 left.

"Our zone offense still needs a little bit of work," said Dietanisalo. "We're not patient enough or smart enough against that type of defense yet. Today, our guards kept forcing the ball inside after we told them not to."

The first Irish miscue resulted in a fastbreak layup by forward Jackie Joyce, one of three sophomore all- Americans in the Bruin lineup. The second resulted in another fastbreak for the Bruins, and guard Susie Swenson, fouled in the act of shoot- ing, made a pair of free throws to complete the run of points.

A pair of layups by freshman Carrie Bates brought Notre Dame back within two points at 50-45 with 0:17 left, leaving many in the crowd of about 500 to wonder if this might still not be one of those typi- cally impossible Notre Dame upsets.

"We told them during the timeout (with 0:20 left and Notre Dame trailing by seven) that if we scored, we were not to let them get the ball past half court without a foul," Dietanisalo said. "They got the ball past half court before our players remembered that."

Notre Dame's ineffectiveness aside, the outcome was settled at the foul line, where the Bruins canned six of 12 attempts.

The Irish paid only one visit to that foul-stripped, that coming late in the first half, when Bates connected on one of two, otherwise.

Although disappointed with the outcome, Dietanisalo had plenty of reasons to be proud of her squad.

For openers, the Irish controlled the tempo of the game, keeping the fast breaks of the much quicker Bruins down to a lonely few.

Also, a staunch defensive effort held UCLA to its lowest offensive output of the season.

"Our goal was to keep them under 70 points," said Notre Dame's second-year coach. "They had been averaging 80."

Notre Dame was a team inspired in the first half, running off eight straight points in one four-minute stretch to take its biggest lead of the game, 14-2, with 8:45 left in the period.

The two clubs traded leads over the last five minutes, Notre Dame coming out on top, 25-22 when the buzzer sounded.

The contest was tied three times early in the second half, but a layup by Angel Hardy followed a steal gave UCLA the lead for good, 35-37 with 9:47 remaining.

Swenson, sister of Denver Bronco linebacker Bo and the lone senior in UCLA's starting lineup, and freshman center Charlotte Jones gave the Bruins an 8-2 run before Notre Dame could come no closer than four points.

"We were a little bit tired at the end," Dietanisalo said after the con- test. "See WOMEN, page 8"

First since '78

ICERS sweep weekend series

By RICK CHRIST AND MICHAEL WILKINS
Sports Writers

"Naturally, I'm pleased with the fact that we swept this weekend, especially at home," commented Irish Coach Lefty Smith after watch- ing his team benefit from second conference opponent of the year at home — the first time Notre Dame has accomplished that feat since November of 1978.

"We wanted to see us start moving the puck again," continued Smith, "and our self-discipline and patience. There's a much better feeling about this team than it has been late. Particularly on Sundays when we're playing extremely well. We still have a long way to go, but I think we're heading in the right direction."

For much of the third period in which the Irish outscored UCLA, one of the many, 1,607 loyalists who gave Notre Dame a standing ovation con- sidered just what direction that was. Having played superb hockey for the first forty minutes, Smith's charges took a comfortable 5-2 advantage in the final period.

But the Irish ran into a stubborn Miami outfit in that last stanza, and after Greg Lukas tallied his second goal in the night at 4:52 of the period and Andrew McMillian made it 5-4 four minutes later, what had been a water-swam suddenly a nail-biter.

Things became even more interesting when both Irish and Miami re- semblan John Schmidt and center Rex Bellomy were whistled off the ice along with a Miami skater with just 51 seconds remaining in the game. As the Irish were unable to see us start moving the puck again," continued Smith, "and our self-discipline and patience. There's a much better feeling about this team than it has been late. Particularly on Sundays when we're playing extremely well. We still have a long way to go, but I think we're heading in the right direction."

For much of the third period in which the Irish outscored UCLA, one of the many, 1,607 loyalists who gave Notre Dame a standing ovation con- sidered just what direction that was. Having played superb hockey for the first forty minutes, Smith's charges took a comfortable 5-2 advantage in the final period.

But the Irish ran into a stubborn Miami outfit in that last stanza, and after Greg Lukas tallied his second goal in the night at 4:52 of the period and Andrew McMillian made it 5-4 four minutes later, what had been a water-swam suddenly a nail-biter.

Things became even more interesting when both Irish and Miami re- semblan John Schmidt and center Rex Bellomy were whistled off the ice along with a Miami skater with just 51 seconds remaining in the game. As the Irish were unable to see us start moving the puck again, senior co-captain Dave Poulin's long backhand shot slid into the empty net with 0:32 left for the 6-5 victory.

"We're not patient enough or smart enough against that type of defense yet. Today, our guards kept forcing the ball inside after we told them not to."

The first Irish miscue resulted in a fastbreak layup by forward Jackie Joyce, one of three sophomore all-Americans in the Bruin lineup. The second resulted in another fastbreak for the Bruins, and guard Susie Swenson, fouled in the act of shoot-